Young Sculptor Creates Evanescent Art in Ice

Sculptures these men are seen to be going in to the naval art for expression of their talents. Ralph Rarrii, being Montana's sculptor, and the latest Monarch in Chicago is one of them. Strangely enough, he can see in perfectly the most uncommon materials, marble, stone, steel, whatever he wishes to model them in. Although his materials are not the most portable, they serve as delightfully different diversions for the hale, simple living rooms, as the sculptor's work in not that after all. Mr. Rarrii is seen as creating a variety of subjects in ice, but his specialty is in flowers.

World's Fair 'Twins'

FLYER turns Speed Boat Designer

Steels see these men are seen to be going in to the naval art for expression of their talents. Ralph Rarrii, being Montana's sculptor, and the latest Monarch in Chicago is one of them. Strangely enough, he can see in perfectly the most uncommon materials, marble, stone, steel, whatever he wishes to model them in. Although his materials are not the most portable, they serve as delightfully different diversions for the hale, simple living rooms, as the sculptor's work in not that after all. Mr. Rarrii is seen as creating a variety of subjects in ice, but his specialty is in flowers.

As Above, So Below

Chore of a Modern Salt

Winners in Ship Model Contest

By WYNN

Management of workers employed on the Salt Bridge in a Century of Progress are having difficulty distinguishing between two of their members. As this picture shows, the two look so much alike that they would hardly be told apart. The men on the right are Dr. Eric C. Lamarche, associate director of the Chicago Explosives laboratory. His "twin" is Wally Beach, associated with a maritime show on the bridge.

Naked ladies, each a center of attention, are two of the newest models in a show of unusual models at the Riverside Convention Hall. In connection with the movie festival held recently at that city, the yearly contest continued for one week at the southern California resort. Among the winners in the model contest were representations of the Mayflower, the Constitution, Spanish galleons, and a Mediterranean fishing boat. Shown in the picture, with some of the winning models is Robert W. Revere, builder of the stern-wheeler boat. The boys hold a model of the clipper ship. A history of the model ship contest was a notable feature of all the models entered. More than a hundred models were in the line, which was moved along the harbor in view of hundreds of boating spectators.
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